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Quantifying and qualifying surface changes on dental hard tissues in vitro 
Introduction 
Tooth surface loss (TSL) is an increasingly recognised problem
1
. We are therefore seeing an 
increase in the number and complexity of in vitro studies investigating factors that modify 
effects at the tooth surface
2-30
. Often studies only quantify the amount of tooth loss; there 
are relatively few attempts to describe or qualify the remaining surface beyond descriptors 
such as hardness, or producing a visual representation of the sample surface. Quantified 
results are often considered fundamental in order to compare laboratory measurements. 
Surface quality is reported less often, but has the potential to account for particular surface 
characteristics that determine how future loss may progress. The aim of this paper is to 
provide a narrative review that illustrates the more commonly used in vitro methods (both 
historical and contemporaneous) that are available for measuring surface loss and surface 
change. Equally important are in vivo measurements, but discussion of these is not within 
the scope of this paper; they are reviewed elsewhere
31, 32
.  
 
Data sources 
An initial search (March 2009) was carried out using Scopus abstract and citation database 
with the keywords ‘dental’ AND ‘erosion OR abrasion’ AND ‘surface change OR surface loss’ 
AND ‘vitro’ (1975-2009). This resulted in 69 papers which were reviewed and the methods 
critically appraised. Bibliographic material from the papers was then used in order to find 
other appropriate sources. 
 
Results 
The effects of scale 
With direct visualisation
33
 of the tooth surface, accurate tissue loss is very difficult to 
determine. Even when tissue loss is identified, the remaining surface’s textural 
characteristics can’t be accurately described. Clinically, more advanced techniques such as 
stereoimagery
34
 may provide a clearer, more accurate explanation of the patterns of surface 
loss. These techniques, however, still fail to qualify the surface change that occurs. 
 
Micro and nanoscopic techniques 
Polarised light microscopy (PLM) was originally used for imaging dental enamel in 1967
35
 
and soon after, it was used to investigate the progression of caries using thin tooth sections 
prepared in vitro
36
. A form of differential interference contrast microscopy, the technique 
uses a split beam of polarised light to form a highly magnified and detailed image of the 
prepared tooth surface. The two light beams take slightly different routes through the 
specimen and where the refractive index differs, the beams are forced to interfere with one 
another when they are recombined. This results in an optical ‘effect’ that can enhance 
visualisation of mineral boundaries. The results should be interpreted carefully, as the image 
relief produced may not actually resemble the true surface. A more recently favoured 
technique called White light interferometry (WLI) is based on the same principle. Although 
WLI in itself is not a new technique, the development of computer and software-aided 
systems has meant that the technique can now be used quickly and effectively to map 3-D 
surface images. It has recently been used to successfully demonstrate the protective effects 
of novel copolymers in an anti-erosion mouthrinse
37
 and to investigate the surface effects of 
different splint removal techniques
38
. Careful specimen preparation is essential for good 
results. For PLM, the sample needs to be transparent, and the technique should only be 
used for samples where there are a relatively small changes in refractive index – if the 
change is too large (approaching half or full multiples of the wavelength) then this can result 
in anomalous dark or bright areas on the image. PLM  has been used successfully in vitro on 
primary teeth
39
 to estimate the amount of sub-surface loss due to erosion (mineral loss 
presents as a colour change on the image).  Unlike WLI which can also record textural 
characteristics, the main barrier for assessing surface changes with PLM is that it can only 
really determine trends rather than actually quantify tooth loss. This drawback is shared 
with another technique used to assess demineralisation, quantitative light or laser-induced 
fluorescence (QLF/LIF). Teeth exhibit a property known as fluorescence. When light waves of 
a particular wavelength and intensity are directed at the tooth surface, the enamel or 
dentine become ‘excited’. A fraction of a second later the tooth surface returns to normal, 
but emits light at a wavelength larger than the absorbed light. Changes in the intensity of 
this fluorescent light are measured and used as an indicator for mineral loss
40
. Images are 
analysed digitally using dedicated scanners and software. Lesion assessment is considered 
as ‘semi-automatic’
41
, in that after scanning,  the operator must define the lesion 
boundaries on-screen prior to analysis. Tools within the software help to standardise this 
process. The most important result parameters reported are lesion size, depth and volume. 
QLF is known as a diverse spectral technique in that the incident wavelength is fixed (often 
around 470nm, the blue part of the visible spectrum), and the emitted wavelength is 
analysed. In contrast, Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) often falls into the category known as 
an excitatory spectral technique in that the incident wavelengths can be varied until a 
specific (and often diagnostic) emission wavelength is recorded. QLF is often favoured due 
to safety concerns and portable units have now been developed for safe chair-side use. LIF 
is still used, however,  and has been successful for investigating early mineral loss
42
. 
Originally used as an adjunct for caries detection, Thomas et al
42
 were able to modify the LIF 
technique to monitor demineralisation changes. They found that the fluorescent intensity of 
a particular wavelength of light (440nm) actually increased in intensity as the tooth surface 
demineralised. It should be noted that this quantified loss of mineral is not necessarily 
indicative of tooth surface loss. The major strengths of the fluorescence techniques is that 
they are non-destructive (and therefore surfaces can be monitored over time, in vivo or in 
vitro) and can provide information relating to sub-surface mineral loss
43
. 
Microradiography  came into wider use in the mid 1970s
44
. It involves the penetration of 
thin specimens by low energy X-rays to produce an enlarged image of the surface. Unlike 
PLM, this technique allows the total mineral loss to be quantified, and is useful where large 
amounts of surface loss are anticipated. Mineral loss is often computed using a 
microdensitometer
45
, although modern camera and software systems are becoming more 
popular
46
. The technique will allow in vitro assessment of significantly higher depths than 
can be measured by a stylus (known as surface profilometry), and has been used recently to 
assess levels of abrasion and erosion
28
. West
47
 suggests that the technique cannot 
characterise early erosive changes. In contrast, it has been shown to allow discrimination 
between erosion times of less than an hour
48
, but during this in vitro study, the tooth tissue 
was subjected to relatively acidic conditions (pH3), and the protective effects of saliva or 
pellicle were not accounted for. Despite the potential for disruption of the specimen
49
, it has 
been recognised as a useful and acceptable tool for assessing early tooth tissue loss from 
thin sections of tissue. Microradiography also benefits from not being restricted to flat 
surfaces; modern profiling software will allow mathematical flattening. In common with 
PLM,  microradiography can also indicate subsurface demineralisation
50
; a feature which 
many other techniques cannot. Although useful, microradiography still does not provide 
information relating to the remaining surface quality.  
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was one of the first techniques used for measuring the 
in vitro resorption of dental hard tissues
51
 and it is still widely used today 
23, 52
 
53
. SEM 
scatters electrons at the sample surface and the resulting received signal provides 
information about the surface topography and composition. SEM images have a large depth 
of field (all parts of the image are in focus, despite being at different depths), and can 
therefore yield high resolution 3-D images. For conventional SEM, the surface must be 
coated with a material that is electrically conductive, to prevent the accumulation of 
electrostatic charge. This material is usually gold, and the specimens will undoubtedly be 
irreversibly altered during the desiccation and sputtering process. Biological samples can be 
impregnated with Osmium instead, or imaged in an uncoated manner, using ‘environmental 
SEM’ which works within a pressurised container. Casts can also be made of the specimen if 
there is a risk of sample destruction, but these may suffer from potential dimensional 
inaccuracies
54
.  
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a relatively recent technique
55
 that uses near-infra-
red light to produce a cross-sectional image of the sample surface. OCT works in a similar 
way to ultrasound, but uses high frequency light (around 820nm
56
) instead of high 
frequency sound. It can therefore penetrate significantly deeper into samples than other 
sub-surface techniques, providing an extremely high quality 3-D image that is non-
destructive to the sample surface.  OCT can assess enamel thickness, reflectivity and 
absorbance, which can then be related to levels of demineralisation
57
. Although it has been 
used successfully in vivo in bovine subjects
58
 and in vitro
59
 to monitor caries severity and 
depth, it does not allow further analysis of the remaining surface in terms of textural 
characteristics. 
Cumulative calcium release (CCR) of the tissues has only recently been documented in the 
dental literature for demineralisation studies
60-62
. Based on the principle of continuum 
source atomic absorption spectroscopy (at 422.7nm)
63
, it can pertain to certain levels of 
demineralisation; Willershausen et al
62
 showed that whereas roughness average values 
were similar between red wine and white wine erosive challenges, when compared using 
CCR, white wines resulted in a higher loss of calcium down to a depth of 60μm.  Although 
these chemical measurements can be extremely sensitive (displaying short-term erosive 
effects occurring within 5 seconds
60
), they only produce quantitative data that infers tooth 
surface demineralisation or loss. They do not further qualify the tooth surface. Analysis can 
be further complicated by the presence of phosphate, and as such, some researchers 
advocate the addition of 0.25% strontium chloride to the samples to try to control for this 
interference
63
. 
Nanoindentation quickly became a popular mechanical test after its first documentation in 
the late 1980s
64
. Nanoindentation consists of a series of indentation hardness tests that are 
applied to small volumes. It has been more recently used in the biological testing of 
mineralised tissues
65-67
. Due to the small volume requirement for each indentation, it can be 
used to examine micro structural features that are only several micrometers or less in 
dimension. This is useful in order to characterise the way in which a surface has been 
affected, but the results are of limited use apart from to quantify surface softening. Further, 
in erosion/abrasion studies, the indenter is essentially the abrasive force and this may not 
relate entirely to hard tissue loss by an erosive attack. Some investigations on human 
enamel have shown a load-dependent behaviour of nanoindentation
68
 and this can result in 
aberrant features on the force curves that are produced. Nanoindentation also has the 
potential to change the sample surface, making re-measurement in the same location 
inaccurate or impossible. 
Iodide permeability was first used to describe the effects of abrasion on enamel in 1982
69
. It 
is still a recognised technique
70
 and involves the non-destructive penetration of potassium 
iodide into the enamel surface. Permeability is assessed by measuring the back-diffusion of 
iodide. A change in permeability can suggest a level of demineralisation or surface softening, 
but fails to qualify the actual surface change that is taking place. It has been suggested that 
this technique may be complimentary with nanoindentation tests previously described
11
. 
Confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM) is a non-destructive 3-D technique, capable of 
producing high resolution images. Originally confocal microscopy was carried out using light, 
but in recent years (since the late 1980’s) the light has been replaced with a laser source. 
Further, specimens are now often labelled with fluorescent markers. In contrast to wider-
field microscopy techniques, the microscope filters away ‘out of focus’ fluorescent 
information. Only fluorescent information from very close to the focal plane is recorded and 
as such, the resolution can be much better than wide-field techniques. The surface is 
scanned with a 1μm diameter laser beam that provides indirect information on the 
microstructure. Although this technique has a vertical (Z) limit of between 4μm and 50μm, it 
can produce a high quality image from multiple depths. This is an advantage over 
conventional microscopy, and is possible because the confocal microscope images only one 
depth level at a time. Surface images of samples can be produced which are similar in 
character to those of the SEM, but without many of the problems of specimen preparation. 
The improved resolution and removal of out-of-focus blur allows much more information to 
be gained from fluorescence microscopy techniques, with the images capable of 
reconstructing the sample in 3-D 
71
. As with the other microscopy techniques, CSLM fails to 
record textural details which would serve to further qualify the remaining surface. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can measure height changes as little as one atom (10
-10
m). It 
is a very high resolution form of microscopy. Essentially the AFM comprises a cantilever that 
is used to scan the specimen surface. The constant force mode is useful for recording 
surface topography and also due to torsional flexion, gives information on the frictional 
properties of a surface. With very soft surfaces, frictional effects are not always desirable so 
the tapping mode (driven by an oscillating piezo crystal) is used. No surface preparation is 
required but the images can be subject to artefacts. Soft hydrated structures must be 
immobilised in a fluid cell, however the fluid cell can allow the real-time recording of surface 
events. AFM has been used to evaluate erosion in human enamel 
72-74
 and this has proved to 
be a suitable tool for measuring the early stages of enamel demineralisation.  
Surface profilometry involves surface measurement directly using a contacting stylus or 
indirectly using a laser profilometer. Contact stylus profilometry is an older and, therefore, 
more established technique; indeed the current national standards on measuring surface 
texture
75
 are defined using stylus profilometry.  
Stylus profilometry involves traversing the surface with a diamond-tipped stylus. The tip is 
usually of a fixed radius 1.5-2.5μm
76
, however, the shape of the tip can vary
77
. Chisel-point 
(0.25μmx2.5μm) tips may be used for detecting bumps in a surface whereas conical tips are 
almost exclusively used for microroughness measurements
78
. The load can range from 0.05-
100mg
76
. The vertical motion as the stylus is dragged across the surface is transformed into 
an analogue/digital signal. Due to the nature of the technique, the stylus is in almost 
perpetual contact with the surface that is being measured. Although this is often an 
advantage in that a large vertical range is possible (typically 2μm to 250μm), there is a risk 
of the diamond tip causing damage to the specimen. A finite tip radius is also unable to 
record detail of concave radii smaller than the tip and so finer surface detail may be filtered 
out (See Figure 1). Although the lateral resolution is dependent on stylus radius, the 
accuracy of the vertical resolution can be affected by external vibrations and electrical 
interferences. In order to minimise these effects, the recording speed is maintained at 
around 1mm/s or less. The vertical resolution for smooth surfaces can be as low as 0.1nm, 
up to 1nm for rough surfaces or large steps
77
. The contact profilometer needs to be checked 
periodically to ensure that it is accurate. This is done using a reference standard. 
 
Laser profilometers can overcome many of the drawbacks of contact profilometry because 
they do not directly contact the surface. A light spot is directed at the surface, typically 
below 100μm in diameter
79
.  The laser profilometer can profile surface topography either by 
measuring the deflection of the laser beam, or (with white light) by using the confocal 
principle
80
.  A recognised problem with laser profilometry on dental hard tissues is that the 
results can be affected by colour and transparency
79, 80
; often it is necessary to record a 
polyvinyl siloxane impression of the sample which is then scanned by the laser profilometer 
in order to overcome translucencies on the surface. However, the laser profile is still 
affected by the surface colour; studies using laser profilometers at wavelengths of 785nm 
have shown that darker coloured impression materials show a higher roughness and, 
furthermore, if an impression material absorbs colour at the same wavelength of the laser, 
then the surface will not be scanned
81
. Notwithstanding the potential inherent dimensional 
errors in replicating a surface by taking an impression
82
, it is also suggested that the filler 
particles within impression materials can result in aberrant profile results from the laser
79
.  
 
It has been suggested that a number of these techniques should be used in combination in 
order to maximise the way in which surface characteristics are reported
70
. Indeed, some 
studies do use a combination of these techniques, such as profilometry (reporting surface 
roughness) and levels of calcium release
62
. In reality, using multiple methods is often 
unfeasible due to the specialist nature of the techniques (particularly the equipment and 
skills required in order to accurately perform and interpret the results of the tests). 
Standard profilometry (measuring the profile of a surface) still remains one of the most 
frequently used methods of assessing surface change in dental hard tissue studies
6, 17, 53, 66, 
67, 83-90
. The parameters that these studies report are often limited, allowing little 
qualification of the tooth surface. Some investigators have modified the information 
collated from profilometric results in order to provide a more descriptive account of surface 
change
91
. Chadwick
92
 describes a system of ‘novel mapping’, which uses a computer to 
create a 3-D plot of the surface of an impression.  The software can compare plots over 
time, and it is suggested that lesion depths and actual dissolution rates can be quantified. 
The technique still doesn’t provide much information about the actual remaining surface’s 
characteristics, and the method does require the impression to be sprayed with a nickel 
spray prior to casting. Accuracy was reported by Chadwick to be around 2.8μm
92
. 
 
Once the surface profile has been mapped, roughness parameters are often utilised to 
report the results. These parameters are not without their limitations: 
 
Roughness is a measure of surface texture and, as such, it can affect the way in which a 
surface wears
76
. It is often quantified by the deviations of the surface from its ideal form. If 
the deviations are large, then the surface is considered to be rough; if they are small, then 
the surface considered smooth. However, the way in which this is reported can lead to a 
misinterpretation of surface features. The profiles shown in Figure 2 have the same average 
roughness, yet differ markedly with respect to their actual surfaces. 
 
Since the original international standards were published in 1984
93
, over 100 variants to 
measure roughness have evolved, some of which are listed in Table 1. Within engineering 
systems, these variants often deal with average distances between the highest peaks and 
lowest valleys of the profile. They often also truncate certain outlying peaks and valleys, 
depending on the engineering system being used. Nonetheless the systems are increasingly 
complex and serve to qualify the effects of surface change in the best possible way for the 
system being tested. The main problem is that (for those not trained/qualified) the 
parameters are difficult to interpret in tabular form. Within dentistry, the most common 
form of reporting roughness is still the surface roughness average (Ra, arithmetic average)
94
 
or the root mean square (Rq, geometric average). A limitation of using Ra is that the value 
contains no information about the textural characteristics of a profile, the likelihood of 
future wear or wear-resistance, the rate of future wear or the potential of a surface to 
retain fluids/lubricants. This makes the qualitative assessment of the surface relatively 
limited and empirical and only relays information about fixed heights at regular intervals. 
Another way of describing the profile is to consider plotting the surface features in a curve 
that can be compared both quantitatively and qualitatively with other surface profiles. 
 
Bearing parameters 
In 1933, Abbott and Firestone defined the ‘bearing area curve’
95
. The bearing curve has 
been used to assess engineered surfaces in medicine
96
 (mainly that of femoral stem wear). 
It’s use to monitor erosion was first mentioned in 1997
97
 and, more recently, it has been 
used to describe the native enamel surface
98
. The bearing curve represents the cumulative 
distribution of the lengths of individual plateaux, normalised by the total assessment length. 
If this ratio was plotted against sample height, the bearing area curve results (Figure 3).  
 
It has been suggested that the bearing curve is better for assessing multi-process surfaces 
than Ra
99-101
 (Figure 4 highlights the usefulness of the curve in discriminating between 
surfaces with similar roughness averages). One process may remove the peaks but then a 
finer texture may be superimposed onto the resulting plateaux; the deep valleys may 
remain unaffected. The resulting surfaces are known as ‘multi-stratified’
102
. It would seem 
logical that the bearing curve could also be used to measure the surface effects of a 
synergistic process, like that of erosion and abrasion. It may be possible using the curve, to 
explain the bi-phasic pattern of tooth surface loss which has been previously identified and 
described as ‘running-in wear’ and ‘steady-state wear’
103
.  
 
Discussion 
It is clear that tooth surface change is a complex process that can be measured in a variety 
of ways. No single technique provides a comprehensive assessment of the remaining tooth 
surface, and each technique suffers its own limitations (whether that is sample destruction, 
the inability to assess certain characteristics of the remaining surface, or difficulty in 
interpreting the results). What is also clear is that way in which surface change is reported 
by each of the techniques gives little information relating to how the surface may change in 
the immediate future. This is of direct clinical significance. Given that profilometry is the 
most frequently used in vitro method of reporting surface change, plotting a bearing area 
ratio curve from existing profilometric data would perhaps produce a more meaningful 
description of the surface. Surface features reported by the curve may relate to the way in 
which the surface behaves when subject to future physical challenges. The potential uses to 
describe and predict surface change over time are therefore significant, and this area of 
surface analysis undoubtedly requires further research. 
 
Conclusion 
Despite a variety of available in vitro tests for measuring surface changes, the roughness 
average (Ra) is still the main reported measurement within dental studies. Using the same 
set of profilometric data, it is proposed that additionally reporting bearing area parameters 
will allow a further and more meaningful description of the surface quality.  
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Table 1 – Selection of amplitude parameters for surface measurement. 
 
Parameter Description 
Ra Arithmetic average of all deviations of the profile from the centreline  
Rq Geometric average of all deviations of the profile from the centreline 
Rz Mean of 5 roughness depths of five successive sample lengths of the 
profile 
Rmax Largest of  the 5 roughness depths 
Rp Height of the highest point above the centreline within the length of the 
profile 
Rv Depth of the lowest point below the centreline within the length of the 
profile 
Rpm Mean value of Rp in five consecutive sample lengths 
Rt Vertical height between the highest and lowest points of the profile within 
the evaluation length 
Rtm Mean value or Rmax in five consecutive sampling lengths 
R3z Similar to Rz except the individual roughness depth is the depth from the 
highest peak to the third lowest valley within the sample length 
 
 
Figure 1 – Limitations of stylus profilometry – the radius of the tip (Δ) will determine how 
accurate the profile reading is. A larger tip (left) will not record voids that are smaller than 
the tip diameter (shown in red). A smaller tip results in a more detailed recording (right). 
Δ Δ 
Figure 2 – Two profiles with the same Ra value but surface characteristics that differ 
markedly (red line indicates the ‘ideal’ form of the surface). The profiles have the same Ra 
value because they deviate from the ideal form by the same magnitude. 
 
 
Figure 3 – The bearing curve that results as a cumulative distribution of plateaux lengths at 
varying heights (Rpk, peak roughness, Rk, core roughness, Rvk, valley roughness, MR, 
materials ratios (%)) 
 
 
Measured using profilometry (laser or stylus) 
The resulting bearing curve 
Figure 4 – Comparison of two different surfaces with similar Ra using the bearing curve. 
Surface A has significantly more, deeper troughs (higher Rvk and higher Mr2). Surface A 
therefore has a much greater pooling/lubricative potential. Surface B has significantly more, 
higher peaks (higher Rpk and higher Mr1) and is therefore likely to suffer significantly more 
early surface loss in the future. 
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